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Abstract

The validity of training samples collected in field campaigns are crucial for

the success of land use classification models. However, such samples often

su↵er from a sample selection bias and do not represent the variability of

spectra that can be encountered in the entire image. Therefore, to maximize

classification performance, one must perform adaptation of the first model to

the new data distribution. In this paper, we propose to perform adaptation

by sampling new training examples in unknown areas of the image. Our

goal is to select these pixels in an intelligent fashion that minimizes their

number and maximizes their information content. Two strategies based on

uncertainty and clustering of the data space are considered to perform active

selection. Experiments on urban and agricultural images show the great

potential of the proposed strategy to perform model adaptation.
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1. Introduction1

Today, the access to remote sensing images has been made easier by2

the availability of images sensed by commercial satellites with short revisit3

periods. Sensors such as QuickBird or World-View II provide imagery at very4

high geometrical resolution, thus providing an unprecedented detail in the5

scenes described and allowing fine reconstruction of urban objects such as6

buildings. However, such a fine resolution leads to the increase of variability7

of the classes to be detected. For mid-resolution problem such as landuse8

classification, sub-metre resolution comes with strong intraclass variability9

caused by geometrical properties of the objects, changes in illumination and10

details detected only at the higher resolution (e.g., chimneys on buildings).11

Even if they are able to treat well-defined classification tasks, the major-12

ity of current classification methods rely on supervision and may fail if the13

data used to build the model (the training set) are not representative of the14

true distribution generating the classes. Note that when dealing with remote15

sensing image classification, a user is often confronted with large archives16

of digital information to be classified and that the spatial extent of such17

images makes the definition of exhaustive training sets a di�cult and time-18

consuming task. In this sense, providing exhaustive ground truth for large19

remote sensing images is often not possible. As a consequence, the labeled20

information only covers a part of the true variability of the class distribu-21

tion. Moreover, a user can a↵ord only partial ground surveys and can rely22

on previous studies about the ground cover. This is even more critical when23

adapting a model to a multitemporal sequence, where di↵erences in illumi-24

nation and reflectance can make the adaptation of a model fail (Rajan et al.,25
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2006).26

These constraints result in the user not having the economic and temporal27

resources to label the entire area or being confronted to a new classification28

task including a previously unconsidered and contiguous region in a second29

moment only. In both cases, one must then focus on subsections of the30

images, in order to retrieve a coherent training set representing the classes31

to be described and then apply the model obtained from the sub-image to32

the entire scene.33

This field of investigation is primordial for remote sensing data analysis34

and has been considered for mid-resolution optical data as signature exten-35

sion. In the pioneering paper by Fleming et al. (1975), the authors studied36

the e↵ect of clustering the data to account for data multimodality in Gaus-37

sian classifiers, thus considering the issue of non-stationary data across the38

image. This principle has been applied in applications for Landsat imagery39

in Woodcock et al. (2001); Pax-Lenney et al. (2001); Foody et al. (2003);40

Olthof et al. (2005). In Jia & Richards (2002), the approach by Fleming41

et al. (1975) was successfully extended to hyperspectral data, thus showing42

the interest of considering model adaptation to unsampled areas for this type43

of imagery.44

However, in recent methodological research this aspect has been over-45

looked by the focus put on the classification of local regions and by claiming46

that the new algorithms proposed were powerful enough to generalize to un-47

seen areas. A common assumption in such developments became that data48

are homogeneous throughout the image, i.e. class statistics remain constant49

over the image. This seems unrealistic, especially when the training set only50
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covers small subsets of the scene. In recent years, emphasis has been put51

on optimizing the classifiers for situations where the training set is mini-52

mal (Jackson & Landgrebe, 2001; Gómez-Chova et al., 2008; Camps-Valls &53

Bruzzone, 2009; Tuia & Camps-Valls, 2009), but the problem of adaptation54

to slightly varying test distributions has been considered only rarely in re-55

cent literature using spectral data. By this, we mean that a shift between the56

distribution of the training set and the test data has occurred, leading thus57

to an incompatibility of the model optimized for the first set of observations58

when they are used to describe the unseen pixels. In the machine learning59

community, the problem, also known as covariate shift (Quiñonero-Candela60

et al., 2009), has been considered from di↵erent perspectives: by weighting61

the observations according to the position of the training samples with re-62

spect to the support of the test ones (Sugiyama et al., 2007; Bickel et al.,63

2009) or by adding regularizers on the test data distribution (Yang et al.,64

2007). Covariate shift is being considered nowadays in several applications,65

covering brain computer interfaces (Li et al., 2010b) or genomic sequence66

analysis (Schweikert et al., 2008). In remote sensing literature, the field is67

relatively young: in Bruzzone & Fernandez-Prieto (2001), the samples in the68

new domain are used to assess the class parameters in the EM algorithm.69

In Rajan et al. (2006), a classifier built on an image is updated using the70

unlabeled data distribution of another scene in an hyperspectral image clas-71

sification problem. In Bruzzone & Marconcini (2009), this idea is further72

developed with an iterative procedure adapting a training set to shifted im-73

ages: the model discards contradictory old training samples and uses the74

distribution of the new image to adapt the model to the new conditions.75
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Finally, in Gómez-Chova et al. (2010), matching of the first order statistics76

in a projected space is studied under the name of kernel mean matching: the77

model is then applied to a series of images for cloud detection.78

A strategy to learn the dataset shift is to sample additional pixels from the79

unknown distribution to check if they are consistent with the model obtained80

from training set generated by partial sampling. In particular, when dealing81

with very high resolution imagery, the problem of finding pixels lying in the82

shifted areas can be a di�cult task. In this paper, we propose a simple,83

yet e↵ective way to correct a training set for its application to a new area84

where a data set shift may have occurred. We propose to use active queries85

to learn the shift and sample the areas in which the classifier would become86

suboptimal, since they do not contain any labeled instance. These methods87

are new to the remote sensing community (Mitra et al., 2004; Rajan et al.,88

2008; Liu et al., 2008; Tuia et al., 2009b), but they are rapidly gaining interest89

in this community (see the recently published papers by Pasolli et al. (in90

press); Li et al. (2010a); Patra & Bruzzone (in press)), as they allow one to91

build an optimal training set with a minimum of queries (or labeled pixels).92

Although appealing, the use of active learning for adapting a classifier93

to new data must be done carefully. Traditional supervised active learning94

algorithms focus on discrepancies near the classification boundary, result-95

ing in new contradictory areas that may appear in the unseen distribution96

(the new image). However, such contradictions may happen far from those97

boundaries, for instance if a new class has appeared. In this case, an ac-98

tive learning algorithm risks failure and can lead to slower convergence than99

random sampling that may find these regions by chance.100
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In this paper, we study the e↵ectiveness of using active learning to de-101

tect a dataset shift and we pay particular attention to the problem of the102

appearance of new classes that may not have been observed in the initial103

training set. To illustrate the proposed strategy, the Breaking Ties (BT)104

active sampling proposed by Luo et al. (2005) is used with a Linear Discrim-105

inant Analysis (LDA), which is a classifier widely used in real applications106

and also strongly prone to fail in case of covariate shift. Exploration of the107

data distribution through clustering is also used to cope with common sit-108

uations, where one or several classes would not have been observed in the109

training set, but appear in the rest of the image. The proposed approach is110

tested on two urban and two agricultural remote sensing images, where the111

relevance of completing an existing training set with smartly selected pixels112

can be appreciated.113

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the114

problem of covariate shift and the proposed correction based on active learn-115

ing. Section 3 details the data and the setup of the experiments discussed in116

section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.117

2. Covariate shift and active learning118

This section briefly exposes the problem of covariate shift and converts it119

to a sampling problem. Active learning is then proposed as an alternative to120

fill the covariate shift gap. Finally, the problem of exploration is considered121

and a cluster-based heuristic is proposed to comply with the emergence of122

new, unexpected, classes.123
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2.1. The problem of covariate shift124

Covariate shift is a common problem for any statistical model aiming125

at classifying a series of pixel vectors x into a series of land use classes126

y. The common assumption that the data are independent and identically127

distributed (i.i.d) usually does not hold for real applications, since the data128

distribution ptr(x) used for training the model only partially represents the129
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Figure 1: Dataset shift problem: (a) the training set (in color) is well suited to describe

the unlabeled data (in black); (b) if using these training data to a larger amount of test

data, the available training points become suboptimal with respect to the true labeling

of the larger test set, shown in (c) subfigure corresponding to the labeling of bottom left

part of Fig. 4; (d) a classifier such as LDA is thus prone to fail at classifying the test data.

The data cloud is the one of the ROSIS image presented in Fig. 4.
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true data distribution, that is represented by the test data distribution pts(x).130

Nonetheless, it is a common assumption for machine learning algorithms to131

assume that test data follow the same joint probability distribution as the132

training data, i.e. p(y|x)ptr(x), where y is the class label. Therefore, there133

is the risk that the new test data follow a slightly di↵erent distribution,134

which can be written for the same conditional distribution as p(y|x), that135

ptr(x) u pts(x). This situation is known as covariate shift and can result in136

a model that is optimal for a part of the data, but becomes sub-optimal if137

applied to the entire image. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon: a model138

trained on data coming from a part of a satellite image (the ‘A’ region of139

Fig. 4) can optimally describe the distribution of this sub-image, represented140

by the black crosses in Fig. 1a. When this same training set is used to141

describe the class distribution in the entire image (black crosses of Fig. 1b),142

the model fails because some areas of the feature space are not covered by this143

training set. Some of these areas were not present in the subset image, and144

represent the shift between the subset and the entire scene. Such a shift is145

related to di↵erences in geometry that were not taken into account in the first146

place or to reflectances of the objects that were not covered by the available147

training set. When using LDA on this data, the true class memberships148

(shown in Fig. 1c) are not correctly represented in the outcome of the model149

(illustrated in Fig. 1d): the model built without adaptation models poorly150

at the interface between classes, thus resulting in an important decrease in151

the classification performance.152
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2.2. Active learning to correct dataset shift153

Since the training and test distributions come from the same image, illu-154

mination conditions do not change and it is rather unlikely to find complex155

distortions between the two feature spaces: in this case, the shift is to be156

found in missing parts of the true data distribution (see Fig. 1a-b). Adapt-157

ing the classifier trained on the subset to the entire image can be thus seen158

as e�ciently finding the uncovered areas and sample useful pixels to classify159

them.160

This is a typical setting for active learning algorithms (Cohn et al., 1994),161

which are algorithms aiming at finding e�cient training sets to solve classi-162

fication problems. For this particular problem, active learning results in a163

search for pixels enhancing the adaptation of the model to the rest of the164

image, i.e. refining the description of the boundaries between classes.165

Active learning algorithms can be briefly summarized as follows (see166

Standard 
active 

learning
Classification

result

Figure 2: Uncertainty-based active learning algorithm general flowchart: (left) given an

incomplete training set, (center) the unlabeled candidates are ranked according to a specific

heuristic (represented by the grey tones attributed to the unlabeled pixels); (right) the

candidates maximizing the heuristic are labeled and added to the training set.
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Fig. 2): starting with a suboptimal training set composed by n pixels S =167

{xi, yi}ni=1, an active learning algorithm exploits a ranking criterion, or heuris-168

tic, to rank all the m unlabeled pixels U = {xj}n+m
j=n+1 in order to select the169

most informative and add them to S. By so doing, the model is forced to170

focus on conflicting areas and to improve its generalization capabilities.171

In this paper, the Breaking Ties heuristic proposed by Luo et al. (2005)172

is used: for each candidate, the two highest posterior class probabilities are173

subtracted, forming the ranking criterion that is exploited by the algorithm.174

x̂

BT = arg min
xj2U

{max
!2N

p(y⇤j = !|xj)� max
!2N\!+

p(y⇤j = !|xj)} (1)

where y⇤j is the class prediction for the pixel xj, ! 2 N corresponds to175

one among the N possible classes and !+ = argmax!2N{p(y⇤j = !|xj)} is176

the most probable class for pixel xj.177

After ranking, the pixels maximizing Eq. (1) are then taken from the U set, la-178

beled by the user, and finally added to the current training set S = {S [ x̂

BT}.179

This heuristic uses the following intuition: the more a pixel shows a similar180

posterior probability between the two most probable classes, the more it is181

uncertain and thus capable of providing useful information if added to the182

training set. In previous experiments the BT approach has shown to be ca-183

pable of providing good performance with remote sensing data (Copa et al.,184

2010).185

2.3. On the need of an exploration-focused heuristic186

Using active queries to learn datasets seems an appealing solution for the187

classification of remote sensing data. However, the use of such models must188
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be handled with care, since it relies on the quality of the initial training set189

(in our case, the available labeled pixels in the sub-image). If these pixels190

do not cover the entire distribution of the classes (which is reasonable in a191

covariate shift setting), there is also the possibility that a class will be ignored192

in the available training set. Consider again Fig. 2: in the central plot, there193

is a cluster of pixels in the bottom left part of the distribution. A traditional194

active learning algorithm, since it focuses on the uncertainty in the vicinity195

of the classification boundary only, will never check on the uncertainty of this196

region, since it is related to the data structure and not the current model197

uncertainty. As a consequence, this cluster will never be sampled by such198

an active algorithm. This may be problematic if this cluster corresponds to199

a new, unknown class. Approaches trying to constrain traditional heuristic200

to make them explore the feature space have been proposed in Ferecatu &201

p(1) � 9 / (2+1) = 3

p(2) � 15 / (2+1) = 5

p(3) � 10 

Cluster
active 

learning
Classification

result

Figure 3: Cluster-based active learning algorithm general flowchart: (left) given an incom-

plete training set, (center) the unlabeled candidates are ranked according to the heuristic

of Eq. (2) (in the computation, only the numerator is reported); (right) the candidates

maximizing the heuristic are labeled and added to the training set, allowing the discovery

of a third class.
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Boujemaa (2007) and Tuia et al. (2009b), but they focus on the classification202

boundary and thus will also fail in this context.203

Another view can be gained by using general data clustering, as in Xu204

et al. (2003) or Nguyen & Smeulders (2004): to cover the entire data dis-205

tribution, we proceed to a pre-clustering of the image in a given number of206

clusters to decide whether there are some unexplored areas of the image.207

Contrary to these results, this process is not intended to create the initial208

training set, since a fair amount of labeled data are already available. There-209

fore, this knowledge about the availability of labeled samples can be used210

to direct sampling. We use a cost function aware of the presently available211

training samples, in the sense of Dasgupta & Hsu (2008). After clustering212

of the image in k clusters using, for instance, k-means, pixels are iteratively213

chosen from the cluster ci with a probability proportional to the following214

heuristic:215

p(ci) /
ni

li+1Pk
j=1

nj

lj+1

(2)

where ni is the size of the cluster and li is the number of labeled pixels216

already present in the cluster. In this way we sample from large and unseen217

clusters, where new classes are supposed to lie. This cluster-based strategy218

is summarized in Figure 3. After an iteration of this procedure, traditional219

active learning can be used to refine the classification boundaries defined.220

3. Data and experimental setup221

This section presents the dataset considered and details the setup of the222

experiments performed in Section 4.223
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3.1. Datasets224

Two urban datasets at metric spatial resolution have been considered:225

- The first data set is a 1.3 m resolution image of the city of Pavia (Italy),226

shown on the left side of Fig. 4. The image was taken by the airborne227

ROSIS-03 sensor (Licciardi et al., 2009). The image is 1400⇥512 pixels228

and has a spectral resolution from 0.43 to 0.86 µm divided into 102229

spectral bands. The proposed approach has been tested on a 5-class230

problem, namely: Buildings, Roads, Water, Vegetation and Shadows.231

These classes of interest have been included in a labeled dataset of232

206, 009 samples extracted by visual inspection.233

- The second case study considers a 2.4 m resolution image of a suburb234

of the city of Zurich (Switzerland), shown on the right side of Fig. 4.235

The image has been acquired by the sensor on the QuickBird satel-236

lite and is a 329 ⇥ 347 pixel image with four spectral bands in the237

visible and near-infrared portions of the spectrum. A total of 43, 398238

pixels have been labeled by visual inspection on the image with eight239

landuse classes have been selected for analysis (Residential, Commer-240

cial, Vegetation, Soil, Mixed soil / vegetation, Roads, Pools, Parkings).241

Note that several classes have very similar spectral signatures and, in242

order to di↵erentiate them, contextual filters using mathematical mor-243

phology (Soille, 2004) with per-band opening and closing filters using244

spherical structure elements of 3 and 5 pixels diameter have been added245

to the dataset. This increases the dimensionality of the dataset from 4246

to 20 features. These filters have been shown to have desirable proper-247
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ROSIS, Pavia QuickBird, Zurich

Figure 4: Top row: considered urban datasets. Areas marked by ‘A’ and ‘B’ (respectively

‘E’ and ‘F’) are the training areas of the experiments shown in Section 4. ‘C’ and ‘D’

(respectively ‘G’) areas are only used for graphics of an unseen area. Bottom row: available

ground truth pixels.

ties when applied to urban VHR classification problems (Fauvel et al.,248

2008; Tuia et al., 2009a).249

In addition, two agricultural datasets at medium spatial resolution have250

been considered1:251

- The third dataset called Flightline C1 is a 12-bands multispectral im-252

age taken over Tippecanoe County, IN by the M7 scanner in June 1966253

(Jackson & Landgrebe, 2001). The image is 949⇥ 220 pixels and con-254

tains 10 classes, mainly crop types. A ground survey of 70, 847 pixels255

1Both datasets are available at https://engineering.purdue.edu/⇠biehl/MultiSpec/ hy-

perspectral.html
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M7 scanner, Tippecanoe AVIRIS, Indian Pines

Figure 5: Considered agricultural datasets and available ground truth pixels. Areas

marked by ‘H’ and ‘I’ are the training areas of the experiments shown in Section 4.

has been used.256

- The fourth dataset is the classical 220-bands AVIRIS image taken over257

Indiana’s Indian Pine test site in June 1992. The image is 145 ⇥ 145258

pixels, contains 12 major crop types classes (with more than 100 labeled259

samples), and a total of 10, 172 labeled pixels. This image is a classical260

benchmark to validate model accuracy and constitutes a very challeng-261

ing classification problem because of the strong mixture of the classes’262

signatures and unbalanced number of labeled pixels per class. Before263

training the classifiers, we removed 20 noisy bands covering the region264

of water absorption and reduced the dimensionality to 6 features with265

PCA (accounting for 99.9% of data variance) to ensure correct estima-266

tion of the covariance matrix. As for the Zurich image, morphological267

opening and closing bands have been added to the extracted features.268

This is justified by the fact that the image has been taken shortly after269
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plantation of the crops, thus showing class signatures that are, in fact,270

mixtures between soil and crops. Therefore, in order to achieve correct271

detection, contextual information must be added.272

3.2. Experimental setup273

Experiments on urban areas use four training areas, each providing areas274

with increasing complexity in landcover.275

A. this area covers all the classes present in the Pavia image. The shifts276

that need to be detected by the learning process are related to sam-277

pling in incomplete portions of the distribution. This first step can be278

considered as a classical active learning problem.279

B. this area of the Pavia image lacks the class Water. In this example, we280

aim at discovering a major class (water covers a large part of the rest of281

the image) for a relatively easy classification problem. This experiment282

should reveal an inadequacy of traditional active learning since random283

sampling has a higher probability of finding this new class simply by284

chance.285

E. this area of the Zurich image accounts for most of the classes except286

Water which for this image is a very marginal class. The aim of this287

experiment is to assess whether the cluster-based strategy is adapted288

to find small classes.289

F. this experiment is the most complex for urban areas. The ‘F’ area of290

the Zurich image lacks two classes (Water and Bare Soil), one being291

major and the other marginal. In this case we want to assess the ability292
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of the proposed approach to update the model to one with several new293

classes having di↵erent PDFs in the new image.294

Regarding agricultural areas, we concentrate on the problem of discov-295

ering new classes. Two experiments with increasing complexity have been296

performed.297

H. in this setting, the model is trained with a ground truth covering a small298

part of the image with reduced ground truth. Both major and marginal299

classes are missing. In particular, a major class is not reported in the300

initial ground survey (‘Oats’, in blue in Fig. 5), thus implying very poor301

performance of the model without samples from the new distribution.302

I. this experiment is designed to test the algorithms proposed to discover303

classes with strongly overlapping spectra. As it has been mentioned304

above, the image was taken shortly after the crops were planted, so305

that each signature is not pure, rather a mixture between soil and crop,306

resulting in strongly overlapping classes. In this setting, three classes307

are unknown to the first model, ‘Soybean-clean’, ‘Wheat’ and ‘Grass /308

pasture-mowed’. By the strong degree of mixture of the classes of this309

image with the unknown classes, this problem seems not to be suited310

for standard active learning algorithms.311

For all experiments, 1) first the LDA classifier is optimized using 1000312

pixels from the Pavia image (300 for the Zurich image, 300 for the Tippecanoe313

image, and 300 for the Indian Pines image) from the training sub-area and314

tested on the available ground truth in the same area. This experiment315
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assesses the performance of the model for the subarea the training samples are316

drawn from. Afterwards, four experiments are added: 2) direct classification317

of the entire image with the same training data; 3) classification of the entire318

image using 1600 (1000, 600, and 2300) pixels randomly selected from the319

whole image; 4) starting with the 1000 (300, 300, and 300) pixels of the320

model locally optimal, sample 600 (700, 300, and 2000) pixels randomly; and321

5) with the same initial set, actively sample 600 (700, 300, and 2000) pixels.322

Finally, 6) active sampling of 600 (700, 300, and 2000) pixels is applied after323

the clustering-based initial selection.324

For active learning, BT active learning is implemented in MATLAB.325

Thirty (70, 30, and 100) iterations with 20 (10, 10, and 20) samples per326

iteration have been carried out. The di↵erences in number of pixels per iter-327

ation and in the number of iterations are dictated by the di↵erent resolutions328

of the images and by the di↵erences in complexity between the datasets re-329

spectively. Ten independent runs have been conducted to study stability330

of the solution with respect to initialization. Performance was evaluated in331

terms of overall accuracy (OA), Kappa statistic and standard deviations.332

4. Results and discussion333

This section presents and discusses the experimental results obtained by334

the proposed method on both the urban and the agricultural datasets.335

4.1. Urban data336

The first rows of Tab. 1 report the performance of the di↵erent strategies337

considered for the Pavia dataset by considering the patch ‘A’ as initial train-338

ing area. When trained solely on the patch ‘A’, LDA performs perfectly when339
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classifying that patch (OA = 98.42%), but fails on the entire image, where340

a decrease of about 12% in accuracy is observed (to 87.23%). A classifier341

trained on 1600 pixels randomly selected from the entire image can improve342

this result by approximatively 2% as does a random-based strategy sampling343

from the 1,000 initial samples. On the contrary, selecting the new pixels with344

active learning leads to an increase in performance of about 5% relative to345

the base classifier and 3% with respect to the experiment using 1,600 ran-346

Table 1: Overall accuracy and Kappa statistic for the Pavia dataset. Iterative strategies

are given at convergence. (⇤ = Not comparable with the results of the other rows, di↵erent

test sets).

Training Prediction # train Sampling OA Kappa

patch area (base) (added) strategy µ � µ �

A

A⇤ 1000 – – 98.42 0.12 0.965 0.003

All image 1000 – – 87.23 0.70 0.827 0.009

All image 1600 – – 89.81 0.25 0.864 0.003

All image 1000 600 RS 89.31 0.26 0.857 0.003

All image 1000 600 BT 93.03 0.20 0.906 0.003

All image 1000 600 Cluster+BT 92.97 0.17 0.905 0.002

B

B⇤ 1000 – – 85.81 0.74 0.767 0.012

All image 1000 – – 67.27 0.30 0.572 0.007

All image 1600 – – 89.78 0.28 0.863 0.004

All image 1000 600 RS 88.83 0.46 0.850 0.006

All image 1000 600 BT 91.98 0.25 0.892 0.003

All image 1000 600 Cluster+BT 91.89 0.20 0.891 0.003
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dom pixels. This approach reaches the best accuracy observed at 93.03% and347

0.906 in terms of Kappa statistic. This is because the sampling is focused348

on the boundaries between classes where the shifts among distributions are349

more likely to occur. The curves of Fig. 6a show performance of the proposed350

methods as a function of the number of training samples. We note that the351

active learning process is faster to converge than it is the random selection352

process. In particular, 40 additive samples are su�cient for the standard BT353

method to reach the value of accuracy obtained by adding 600 random sam-354
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Figure 6: Learning curves for the Pavia dataset. a) when using image patch ‘A’ for training

set; b) when using image patch ‘B’ for training. c) Single runs composing the BT active

learning curve (green curve in Fig. 6b).
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Training from ‘A’ area Training from ‘B’ area

Figure 7: Classification maps for the Pavia dataset of regions ‘C’ and ‘D’ obtained when

training LDA using pixels from regions (left) ‘A’ and (right) ‘B’. Top row illustrates the

upper bound, where 1600 pixels randomly selected from the entire image. The middle row

shows the experiment using the 1000 pixels only. The bottom row illustrates the results

obtained by adding to these 1000 pixels 600 actively selected pixels from the rest of the

image.

ples to the initial training set. Comparing orange and green curves, which355

are related to active sampling with and without clustering-based initializa-356

tion respectively, we observe that the clustering strategy is not useful for this357

particular scenario. In fact, all the classes are already included in the initial358

training set, and so the initialization step tends to select samples that are359

not really important for better discriminating the di↵erent classes. In any360

case, a good improvement with respect to the random selection is preserved.361

The results of the second experiment, in which the patch ‘B’ has been362

used to select the initial training set, are presented in the second part of363

Tab. 1. Because water pixels are not present in this patch, results show a364

strong decrease of LDA performance when applied to the entire image (from365

85.81% to 67.27%). Sampling randomly from the entire image solves this366

problem, since the water class is well represented in the rest of the image and367
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it is relatively easy to find by arbitrary sampling. Again, the active learning368

algorithm outperforms the others by 2-3% by focusing on the uncertain areas,369

resulting in an accuracy of 91.98% and 0.892 in Kappa. Regarding the curves370

in Fig. 6b, the active learning strategy is slower than the others to converge.371

The green curve in Fig. 6b is even worse than random selection in the first372

iterations. This can be explained by the plots of Fig. 1. If the water class373

is not found no area of uncertainty will be present for the class water and374

as a consequence such a class will never be sampled (unless by chance). The375

single runs generating the green curve in Fig. 6b are shown in Fig. 6c. The376

steep increase in accuracy for each run corresponds to the iteration where the377

water class is discovered. Applying the active learning after the clustering-378

based initialization, we have a fast convergence to optimal results avoiding379

overfitting, as illustrated by the orange curve in Fig. 6b. In this case, 180380

additive samples are necessary to exceed the value of accuracy associated381

with the random selection.382

These observations are confirmed by the maps shown in Fig. 7, in which a383

decrease of noisy classification patterns is obtained using the active learning384

strategy. Active strategies avoid sampling in already solved areas and thus385

reduce noisy classification results induced by sampling outliers.386

Results obtained for the Zurich dataset confirm the considerations given387

for the Pavia image. For both patch ‘E’ and ‘F’ as initial training areas,388

active learning outperforms by about 5% the random selection method as389

described in Tab. 2. Once again the plots in Fig. 8 highlight the necessity390

of performing the initial selection with the clustering-based strategy when391

classes are missing in the initial training set. In particular, while this aspect392
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Table 2: Overall accuracy and Kappa statistic for the Zurich dataset. Iterative strategies

are given at convergence. (⇤ = Not comparable with the results of the other rows, di↵erent

test sets).

Training Prediction # train Sampling OA Kappa

patch area (base) (added) strategy µ � µ �

E

E⇤ 300 – – 92.25 0.521 0.902 0.006

All image 300 – – 68.62 2.60 0.614 0.029

All image 1000 – – 79.48 1.23 0.743 0.014

All image 300 700 RS 80.19 1.19 0.751 0.014

All image 300 700 BT 85.07 0.58 0.809 0.007

All image 300 700 Cluster+BT 85.35 0.68 0.813 0.008

F

F⇤ 300 – – 83.62 1.24 0.785 0.016

All image 300 – – 67.54 1.03 0.596 0.012

All image 1000 – – 78.87 1.49 0.736 0.017

All image 300 700 RS 80.08 1.24 0.750 0.014

All image 300 700 BT 85.25 0.67 0.812 0.008

All image 300 700 Cluster+BT 85.24 0.68 0.812 0.008
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Figure 8: Learning curves for the Zurich dataset. a) when using image patch ‘E’ for

training set; b) when using image patch ‘F’ for training.

is not crucial for the patch ‘E’, in which a single marginal class is not present393

initially, it becomes fundamental for the patch ‘F’, which lacks two classes,394

one major and the other marginal. Starting from the patch ‘E’, both strate-395

gies need 100 additional samples to reach the random sampling accuracy. For396
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Figure 9: Number of runs for the Zurich dataset where classes missing in the image patch

‘F’ are discovered at each iteration. a) for major class Bare Soil; b) for marginal class

Water.
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Training from ‘E’ area Training from ‘F’ area

Figure 10: Classification maps for the Zurich dataset of the region ‘G’ obtained when

training LDA using pixels from regions (left) ‘E’ and (right) ‘F’. Top row illustrates the

upper bound, classifying 1000 pixels randomly selected from the entire image. The middle

row shows the experiment using the 300 pixels only. The bottom row illustrates the results

obtained by adding to these 300 pixels 700 actively selected pixels from the rest of the

image.

patch ‘F’ only 80 instead of 220 samples are needed with clustering initializa-397

tion relative to the traditional BT method. In the graph of Fig. 9, we report398

the number of runs where classes missing in patch ‘F’ are discovered at each399

iteration by the di↵erent methods proposed. For the class Bare Soil, shown400

in Fig. 9a, the initialization process is able to find it at the first iteration for401

all the ten runs considered. An identical behavior is obtained for the class402

Water (Fig. 9b), although the number of pixels of this class is very limited.403

An high probability of detection is verified for the random selection in the404

Bare Soil case, given the fact that it is easy to find this class by chance, while405
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Table 3: Overall accuracy and Kappa statistic for the (top) Tippecanoe and (bottom)

Indian Pines datasets. Iterative strategies are given at convergence. (⇤ = Not comparable

with the results of the other rows, di↵erent test sets).

Training Prediction # train Sampling OA Kappa

patch area (base) (added) strategy µ � µ �

H

H⇤ 300 – – 99.26 0.20 0.988 0.003

All image 300 – – 82.78 1.48 0.800 0.021

All image 600 – – 96.06 0.74 0.951 0.009

All image 300 300 RS 96.04 0.53 0.951 0.006

All image 300 300 BT 97.62 0.72 0.970 0.009

All image 300 300 Cluster+BT 97.79 0.33 0.972 0.004

I

I⇤ 300 – – 72.52 2.21 0.671 0.026

All image 300 – – 43.70 0.80 0.365 0.009

All image 2300 – – 71.25 0.66 0.673 0.007

All image 300 2000 RS 71.78 0.44 0.679 0.005

All image 300 2000 BT 74.37 0.71 0.709 0.008

All image 300 2000 Cluster+BT 74.69 1.07 0.713 0.012

poor performance is obtained for class Water. Finally, the traditional active406

sampling fails for both cases, where 30 iterations are needed to discover pixels407

of these classes in some runs. The final maps obtained for the Zurich image408

for the di↵erent proposed solutions are shown in Fig. 10.409

4.2. Agricultural data410

Results obtained for the agricultural datasets are illustrated in Tab. 3411

and corresponding Figs. 11 to 13.412
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Figure 11: Learning curves for the agricultural datasets. left) Tippecanoe; right) Indian

Pines.

At convergence, the results for the Tippecanoe image (training patch ‘H’)413

show an improvement with respect to random sampling by approximatively414

2% and 0.02 in terms of accuracy and Kappa respectively, that is less spec-415

tacular than in the previous experiments. However, the learning rates show416

a strong divergence between the random and the active curves starting from417

iteration 3, when 360 samples are used for training (left side of Fig. 11).418

The similar behavior in the first two iterations is observed because the initial419

training set obviates most of the classes and then all the strategies perform420

well. Once the classification problem has become clearer, the active learn-421

ing strategies can make di↵erence, as shown in the figure. This behavior422

was already encountered and documented in Tuia et al. (2009b). As for the423

classification maps of Fig. 12, the active learning strategy returns a more424

desirable description of the class ‘Rye’ (in red), whose confusion with the425

class ‘Soil’ (in pink) is strongly diminished.426

The last experiment considers the Indian Pines image. For this com-427
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Figure 12: Classification maps for the Tippecanoe dataset using training information

coming from the ‘H’ area after 10 iterations.

plex dataset, consisting classes showing strongly mixed signatures, the same428

behavior as in the urban dataset is observed (right side of Fig. 11): the429

traditional active learning strategy does not converge e�ciently in the first430

iterations and is outperformed by random sampling. This again is due to431

the incapability of this strategy to discover new classes in highly overlapping432

problems. On the contrary, the proposed strategy considering pre-clustering433

performs e�ciently, learns the global structure as e�ciently as random sam-434

pling and outperforms it after 200 queries, reaching at convergence results435

higher by 3% in accuracy and 0.04 in Kappa. The classification maps ob-436

tained by this strategy, illustrated in Fig. 13, show a more homogeneous437
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Figure 13: Classification maps for the Indian Pines dataset using training information

coming from the ‘I’ area after 60 iterations.

result that the one obtained by random sampling.438

5. Conclusion439

In this paper, we have proposed a simple, but e↵ective way to use active440

learning to solve the problem of dataset shift, which may occur when a classi-441

fier trained on a portion of the image is applied to the rest of the image. The442

experimental results obtained on hyperspectral and VHR datasets demon-443

strate good capability of the proposed method for selecting pixels that allow444

rapid convergence to an optimal solution. Moreover, the use of a clustering-445
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based selection strategy allows us to discover new classes in case they have446

been omitted in the initial training set. Such strategies for optimal sampling447

guarantee signature extension and can be extended to a large variety of ap-448

plications dealing with spectral data, as it is not dependent on the image449

characteristics of the data. Future research will explore these kinds of ap-450

plications. An example could be the classification of Electrocardiographic451

signals, that has recently been tackled in Pasolli & Melgani (2010) using ac-452

tive learning techniques, but without considering issues related to covariate453

shift.454
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